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In 1984 a doomsday vault was constructed on a remote island in the Arctic Ocean.Its purpose was

to preserve Earthâ€™s genetic history in the event of a global catastrophe.Now, decades later, a

second vault has been uncovered.This one resting where no one ever expected.And the problem

isâ€¦itâ€™s not ours.Yet even more curious than the vault itself, is what lies inside.Seeds. Millions of

seeds. Each with a genetic embryo untouched and perfectly preserved.Waiting.No one knows who

built it. Or when.What we have managed to figure out is that whoever it was traveled an immense

distance. For the sole purpose of hiding their genetic blueprints on Earth.But why?Now a small

group of marine biologists and navy investigators have been assigned to find out. Before anyone

else does. But Alison Shaw and John Clay are not prepared for what they are about to

uncover.Beginning with the truth behind our own evolution.
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I was extremely fortunate to read an advance copy but my reviews of any  products are objective. I

do NOT accept anything for a good review. I am an  Prime Member and it is important to always be



objective and honest to all  members.Anyway, I read a tremendous amount of books when not

remodeling homes. In fact, seven in the last two weeks, all by different authors and all different

types of fiction and writing styles.When I first started reading Catalyst, I did know that this was a

sequel so my interests were focused on how the author would bring immediate recall of characters

and events; and then take me into his new sequel journey. To my surprise this novel gripped my

interests immediately and became a quick page turner. The details in this book are amazing. It was

like reading a James Rollins novel. Being retired military and having many interesting experiences I

found Michael's details to be extremely accurate and nerve tingling. I kept thinking, WOW, this is

unbelievable. The flow is fantastic. You get hooked, then intrigued as details unfold and then real

emotional on several occasions. And finally, Michael brings it all together with some more breath

taking moments that brings the reader happiness and wanting more. You get to enjoy the moments

of parachuting out a plane. To feeling what a needed miracle would be like. To what it would be like

to bring primates home to their natural habitat and not some zoo. And, you get that adrenaline rush

of what a Special Forces Soldier feels on a mission of unknowns.What makes this Michael's best

work is how mature his writing has evolved. Yes, he has written other great books, but this is his

best work. This novel shows writing skills exhibited by many bestselling authors.
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